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Molecular Biology of RNA
2017-01-31

rna plays a central and until recently somewhat underestimated role in
the genetics underlying all forms of life on earth this versatile
molecule not only plays a crucial part in the synthesis of proteins from
a dna template but is also intrinsically involved in the regulation of
gene expression and can even act as a catalyst in the form of a ribozyme
this latter property has led to the hypothesis that rna rather than dna
could have played an essential part in the origin of life itself this
landmark text provides a systematic overview of the exciting and rapidly
moving field of rna biology key pioneering experiments which provided
the underlying evidence for what we now know are described throughout
while the relevance of the subject to human disease is highlighted via
frequent boxes for the second edition of molecular biology of rna more
introductory material has been incorporated at the beginning of the text
to aid students studying the subject for the first time throughout the
text new material has been included particularly in relation to rna
binding domains non coding rnas and the connection between rna biology
and epigenetics finally a new closing chapter discusses how exciting new
technologies are being used to explore current topical areas of research

Biology of RNA
1972

molecular aspects of rna functional aspects of rna biological and
evolutionary aspects of rna

Molecular Biology of RNA
2013-09-03

molecular biology of rna new perspectives provides an overview of the
developments in rna research as well as the approaches strategies and
methodologies used most of the contributing authors in the present
volume participated in the fifth stony brook symposium entitled new
perspectives on the molecular biology of rna in may 1986 the text is
organized into six parts part i contains papers dealing with rna as an
enzyme part ii presents studies on rna splicing part iii examines rna
viruses while part iv focuses on the role of rna in dna replication part
v is devoted to the structure function and isolation of rna finally part
vi takes up the role of rna in regulation and repression this volume
will help provide new direction and insight for those already working on
the subject and will serve as a useful guide to those about to start
research in the molecular biology of rna

Problems in Biology: RNA in Development
1970

nucleic acids are the fundamental building blocks of dna and rna and are
found in virtually every living cell molecular biology is a branch of
science that studies the physicochemical properties of molecules in a
cell including nucleic acids proteins and enzymes increased
understanding of nucleic acids and their role in molecular biology will
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further many of the biological sciences including genetics biochemistry
and cell biology progress in nucleic acid research and molecular biology
is intended to bring to light the most recent advances in these
overlapping disciplines with a timely compilation of reviews comprising
each volume this series provides a forum for discussion of new
discoveries approaches and ideas contributions from leading scholars and
industry experts reference guide for researchers involved in molecular
biology and related fields

Molecular Biology of RNA Processing and Decay in
Prokaryotes
2009-03-10

after transcription in the nucleus rna binding proteins rbps recognize
cis regulatory rna elements within pre mrna sequence to form mrna
protein mrnp complexes similarly to dna binding proteins such as
transcription factors that regulate gene expression by binding to dna
elements in the promoters of genes rbps regulate the fate of target rnas
by interacting with specific sequences or rna secondary structural
features within the transcribed rna molecule the set of functional rna
elements recognized by rbps within target rnas and which control the
temporal functional and spatial dynamics of the target rna define a
putative mrnp code these cis regulatory rna elements can be found in the
5 and 3 untranslated regions utrs introns and exons of all protein
coding genes rna elements in 5 and 3 utrs are frequently involved in
targeting rna to specific cellular compartments affecting 3 end
formation controlling rna stability and regulating mrna translation rna
elements in introns and exons are known to function as splicing
enhancers or silencers during the splicing process from pre mrna to
mature mrna this book provides case studies of rna binding proteins that
regulate aspects of rna processing that are important for fundamental
understanding of diseases and development chapters include systems level
perspectives mechanistic insights into rna processing and rna binding
proteins in genetic variation development and disease the content
focuses on systems biology and genomics of rna binding proteins and
their relation to human diseases

Systems Biology of RNA Binding Proteins
2014-09-08

the book provides an overview on the different aspects of gene
regulation from an mrna centric viewpoint including how mrna is
assembled and self assembles in a complex consisting of rna and proteins
and how its ability to be translated at the right time and space depends
on many processes acting on the mrnas leading to a properly folded
complex this book shows how new technologies have led to a better
understanding of these processes and their connected diseases the book
is written for scientists in fundamental and applied biomedical research
working on different aspects of gene regulation it is also targeted to
an audience that is not implicated in these fields directly but wants to
gain a better understanding of mrna biology
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The Biology of mRNA: Structure and Function
2019-12-06

cell biology a comprehensive treatise volume 3 gene expression the
production of rna s mainly discusses the molecular and cytological bases
of gene expression the coverage begins with the concepts of organization
of dna and gene sequences in chromosomes as an introduction to a more
detailed coverage of gene expression the book opens with a general
discussion on the organization of dna sequences in chromosomes this
chapter includes different methods of analyzing dna sequences as the
book progresses it looks upon the details on gene reiteration and
amplification up to the transcription of prokaryotes and eukaryotes it
includes the ways of regulating transcription the following chapters
deal mostly with the structure and activity of genes up to the different
virus strains in both rna and dna the cytoplasmic and environmental
impact on gene expression is also discussed chapter 8 generally tackles
the dna conformation and template function the succeeding chapters focus
on the transfer and ribosomal rna as a result of maturation events the
processing of hnrna and its relation to mrna and recombinant dna
procedures the book closes with the directory of the different classes
of cellular rnas this book will be helpful to many graduate students
teachers scientists and researchers in need of information regarding
cell biology

Cell Biology A Comprehensive Treatise V3
2012-12-02

general inspection of a role performed in the cell by rnas allows us to
distinguish three major groups of transcripts i protein coding mrnas ii
non coding housekeeping and iii regulatory rnas the housekeeping rnas
include rna classes that are generally constitutively expressed and
whose presence is required for normal function and viability of the
cells on the other hand a group of regulatory rnas includes rna species
that are expressed at certain stages of organism development or cell
differentiation or as a response to external stimuli and can affect
expression of other genes on the levels of transcription or translation
non coding rna transcripts form a heterogeneous class of rnas that can
not be characterized by a single specific function initially the term
non coding rna ncrna was used primarily to describe polyadenylated and a
capped eukaryotic rnas transcribed by rna polymerase ii but lacking long
open reading frames now this definition can be extended to cover all rna
transcripts that do not show protein coding capacity and is sometimes
used to describe any rna that does not encode protein including introns
this book is an in depth look at the function of non coding rnas and
their relationship to molecular biology and molecular biology

Non-Coding RNAs
2003-08-31

rna technologies are the driving forces of modern medicine and
biotechnology they combine the fields of biochemistry chemistry
molecular biology cell biology physics nanotechnology and bioinformatics
the combination of these topics is set to revolutionize the medicine of
tomorrow after more than 15 years of extensive research in the field of
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rna technologies the first therapeutics are ready to reach the first
patients thus we are witnessing the birth of a very exciting time in the
development of molecular medicine which will be based on the methods of
rna technologies this volume is the first of a series it covers various
aspects of rna interference and micrornas although antisense rna
applications hammerhead ribozyme structure and function as well as non
coding rnas are also discussed the authors are internationally highly
respected experts in the field of rna technologies

RNA Biology of Microorganisms
2021-12-31

molecular biology of rna tumor viruses deals with the molecular biology
and biologic significance of rna tumor viruses methods and procedures
with broad application to diverse areas of molecular biology including
cell culture procedures competition radioimmunoassays molecular
hybridization oligonucleotide mapping heteroduplex mapping and
restriction endonuclease techniques are considered this book is
organized into 12 chapters and begins with a historical overview of
tumor virology beginning with the early studies of peyton rous and
leading up to the significant surge of activity during the later decade
the biology of endogenous retroviruses their transmission both within
and between species and cellular regulatory factors influencing their
expression are subsequently discussed this book then addresses the
nature and origin of transforming rna viruses and gives a detailed
review of knowledge concerning the genomic structure of type c viruses
translational products encoded by the type c viral genome are examined
in ensuing chapters emphasizing the viral reverse transcriptase other
mammalian retroviruses including the mouse mammary tumor virus and type
d isolates of primates are also described the book concludes by
evaluating the possibility of direct etiologic involvement of either
endogenous or exogenous rna tumor viruses in human cancers this book
will be of value both to graduate students and to established
investigators with specific interest in other aspects of molecular
biology

RNA Technologies and Their Applications
2010-09-02

this book presents an overview of the rna networks controlling gene
expression in fungi highlighting the remaining questions and future
challenges in this area it covers several aspects of the rna mediated
mechanisms that regulate gene expression in model yeasts and filamentous
fungi organisms of great importance for industry medicine and
agriculture it is estimated that there are more than one million fungal
species on the earth despite their diversity saprophytic parasitic and
mutualistic fungi share common features distinctive from plants and
animals and have been grouped taxonomically as an independent eukaryotic
kingdom in this book 15 chapters written by experts in their fields
cover the rna dependent processes that take place in a fungal cell
ranging from formation of coding and non coding rnas to mrna translation
ribosomal rna biogenesis gene silencing rna editing and epigenetic
regulation
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Molecular Biology of RNA Tumor Viruses
2012-12-02

this book evaluates and comprehensively summarizes the scientific
findings that have been achieved through rna sequencing rna seq
technology rna seq transcriptome profiling of healthy and diseased
tissues allows for understanding the alterations in cellular phenotypes
through the expression of differentially spliced rna isoforms assessment
of gene expression by rna seq provides new insight into host response to
pathogens drugs allergens and other environmental triggers rna seq
allows us to accurately capture all subtypes of rna molecules in any
sequenced organism or single cell type under different experimental
conditions merging genomics and transcriptomic profiling provides novel
information underlying causative dna mutations combining rna seq with
immunoprecipitation and cross linking techniques is a clever multi omics
strategy assessing transcriptional post transcriptional and post
translational levels of gene expression regulation

Molecular Biology of DNA and RNA
1971

the molecular biology of viruses is a collection of manuscripts
presented at the third annual international symposium of the molecular
biology of viruses held in the university of alberta canada on june 27
30 1966 sponsored by the faculty of medicine of the university of
alberta this book is organized into eight parts encompassing 36 chapters
that emphasize the biosynthetic steps involved in polymer duplication
the first two parts explore the specialized processes of the cycle of
virulent and temperate bacteriophage multiplication these parts also
deal with the production regulation of development and selectivity of
these bacteriophages the subsequent two parts look into the
heterozygosity mutation structure function and mode of infection of
single stranded dna and rna bacteriophages the discussions then shift to
the biological and physicochemical aspects biosynthesis translation
genetics and replication of mammalian dna and rna viruses the concluding
parts describe the homology interaction functions mechanism of
transformation metabolism and carcinogenic activity of oncogenic viruses
this book is of great benefit to biochemists biophysicists geneticists
microbiologists and virologists

Fungal RNA Biology
2014-04-15

long non coding rnas lnc rnas have emerged as a new paradigm in
epigenetic regulation of the genome thousands of lncrnas have been
identified and observed in a wide range of organisms unlike mrna lncrna
have no protein coding capacity so while their function is not entirely
clear they may serve as key organizers of protein complexes that allow
for higher order regulatory events discovering these functions has been
the result of intense research done of the last few years and lncrna
research has had several critical developments during that time this
book will consolidate these ideas and models to better examine the most
important issues in lncrna biology this will include critical studies
that have led to the discovery and annotation of lncrnas in numerous
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species and the molecular mechanisms for a few lncrna that have begun to
emerge

Applications of RNA-Seq in Biology and Medicine
2021-10-13

with the dramatic increase in rna 3d structure determination in recent
years we now know that rna molecules are highly structured moreover
knowledge of rna 3d structures has proven crucial for understanding in
atomic detail how they carry out their biological functions because of
the huge number of potentially important rna molecules in biology many
more than can be studied experimentally we need theoretical approaches
for predicting 3d structures on the basis of sequences alone this volume
provides a comprehensive overview of current progress in the field by
leading practitioners employing a variety of methods to model rna 3d
structures by homology by fragment assembly and by de novo energy and
knowledge based approaches

The Molecular Biology of Viruses
2012-12-02

the book provides an overview on the different aspects of gene
regulation from an mrna centric viewpoint including how mrna is
assembled and self assembles in a complex consisting of rna and proteins
and how its ability to be translated at the right time and space depends
on many processes acting on the mrnas leading to a properly folded
complex this book shows how new technologies have led to a better
understanding of these processes and their connected diseases the book
is written for scientists in fundamental and applied biomedical research
working on different aspects of gene regulation it is also targeted to
an audience that is not implicated in these fields directly but wants to
gain a better understanding of mrna biology

Molecular Biology of Long Non-coding RNAs
2013-09-20

this book examines a wide range of techniques on rna extraction
detection quantification visualization and genome wide profiling from
conventional methods to state of the art high throughput approaches

RNA 3D Structure Analysis and Prediction
2012-06-05

the enormous potential of sirna as a therapeutic has led to an explosion
of interest from the scientific community there has been intense
interest from big pharma to capitalise on this new technology but the
fact remains that delivery is a key determinant in realizing the full
clinical potential of rna interference there is an urgent need for
better delivery methods to take this technology forward this book
addresses the role of different rnai molecules in cellular processes as
rational for diagnostic and therapeutic approaches this book will cover
rnai therapeutic design to optimize sirna potency and reduce off target
effects and current delivery technologies to overcome both intracellular
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and extracellular barriers the reader will gain an insight into rna
interference from the cellular mechanisms to screening to sirna design
right through to diagnostic and therapeutic applications

The Biology of MRNA: Structure and Function
2019

in this monograph new combinatorial and computational approaches in the
study of rna structures are presented which enhance both mathematics and
computational biology it begins with an introductory chapter which
motivates and sets the background of this research in the following
chapter all the concepts are systematically developed the reader will
find integration of more than forty research papers covering topics like
rsk algorithm reflection principle singularity analysis and random graph
theory systematic presentation of the theory of pseudo knotted rna
structures including their generating function uniform generation as
well as central and discrete limit theorems computational biology of
pseudo knotted rna structures including dynamic programming paradigms
and a new folding algorithm analysis of neutral networks of pseudo
knotted rna structures and their random graph theory including neutral
paths giant components and connectivity all algorithms presented are
freely available through springer com and implemented in c a proofs
section at the end contains the necessary technicalities this book will
serve graduate students and researchers in the fields of discrete
mathematics mathematical and computational biology it is suitable as a
textbook for a graduate course in mathematical and computational biology

RNA Abundance Analysis
2016-05-01

rna methodologies a laboratory guide for isolation and characterization
sixth edition provides the most up to date ribonucleic acid lab
techniques for seasoned scientists and graduate students alike this
edition features new material on rna sequencing rna in situ
hybridization non coding rnas computational rna biology transcriptomes
and bioinformatics along with the latest advances in methods and
protocols across the field of rna investigation as a leader in the field
dr farrell provides a wealth of knowledge on the topic of rna biology
while also giving readers helpful hints and troubleshooting techniques
from his own personal experience in this subject area this book presents
the essential knowledge and techniques to use when working with rna for
the experienced practitioner while also aiding the beginner in fully
understanding this important branch of molecular biology presents the
latest information covering all aspects of working with rna delivering a
holistic understanding of this leading field in molecular biology builds
from basic information on rna techniques to in depth protocols for
specific applications features new chapters on rna sequencing and rna in
situ hybridization includes new material on rna clinical applications
and innovations including rna therapeutics and rna vaccines with
particular relevance to coronavirus comprises the latest developments in
transcriptomes and bioinformatics with new material on computational rna
biology rna chip analysis aptamer biology and rna epigenetics
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RNA Interference from Biology to Therapeutics
2012-10-19

patterns of protein synthesis and gene expression are much influenced by
changes in the efficiency of mrna translation translation is controlled
at many levels and the complexity of this regulation has been clearly
revealed by the recent application of biochemical and genetic techniques
control mechanisms observed in eukaryotes written and edited by
researchers in the field the book should be of use to specialists and
investigators in gene expression rna biology and protein synthesis

Combinatorial Computational Biology of RNA
2010-10-29

rna molecules play key roles in all aspects of cellular life but to do
so efficiently they must work in synergism with proteins this book
addresses how proteins and rna interact to carry out biological
functions such as protein synthesis regulation of gene expression genome
defense liquid phase separation and more the topics addressed in this
volume will appeal to researchers in biophysics biochemistry and
structural biology the book is a useful resource for anybody interested
in elucidating the molecular mechanisms and discrete properties of rna
protein complexes included are reviews of key systems such as microrna
and crispr cas that exemplify how rna and proteins work together to
perform their biological function also covered are techniques ranging
from single molecule fluorescence and force spectroscopy to
crystallography cryo em microscopy and kinetic modeling

RNA Methodologies
2022-11-22

this second edition updates complements and expands upon the first
edition by providing a collection of cutting edge techniques developed
or refined in the past few years along with tried and true methods
chapters explore the isolation and characterization of rna protein
complexes the analysis and measurement of rna protein interaction and
related novel techniques and strategies written in the highly successful
methods in molecular biology series format the chapters include brief
introductions to the material lists of necessary materials and reagents
step by step readily reproducible laboratory protocols and a notes
section which highlights tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known
pitfalls authoritative and cutting edge rna protein complexes and
interactions methods and protocols second edition aims to be
comprehensive guide for researchers in the field

The RNA World
1999

accumulating evidence supports the role of defects in post
transcriptional gene regulation in the development of cancer rna and
cancer examines the recent advances in our understanding of post
transcriptional gene regulation especially rna processing and its role
in cancer development and treatment a particular focus is mrna splicing
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but other topics such as micrornas mrna stability the perinucleolar
compartment and oligonucleotide therapeutics are also covered in detail
all chapters have been written by internationally renowned experts the
book is intended for all with an interest in gene regulation and cancer
biology and especially for those not directly working on rna biology
including clinicians and medical students it is hoped that it will
stimulate further innovative research collaborations between rna
biologists and cancer researchers to the benefit of patients

Biophysics of RNA-Protein Interactions
2019-09-19

in recent years the discovery of functional small rnas has brought about
an unprecedented revolution within the field of molecular biology this
volume describes strategies for the discovery and validation of small
rnas it provides a snapshot of our current understanding of the
different mechanisms triggered by small rnas and the variations
encountered in different organisms

RNA-Protein Complexes and Interactions
2023-05-11

in recent years unprecedented advances in many aspects of the molecular
biology of nucleic acids have been witnessed the area of rna chemistry
has undergone a kind of explosion with a huge interest in rna mediated
catalysis at the same time our structural understanding of dna protein
interactions has increased enormously and the related area of rna
protein interactions is beginning to gather pace this softcover edition
from the successful series nucleic acids and molecular biology is
devoted to the structure and mechanism of ribozymes and their potential
exploitation the subject has both important evolutionary implications
and potential practical application in the development of therapeutic
agents for diseases such as aids

RNA and Cancer
2013-03-12

oksana ableitner offers a practical clearly structured and easy to
understand introduction to complicated definitions and structures in
chemistry and molecular biology for work in the molecular biology
laboratory the author is guided by her experience in working with
students and uses many illustrations to visualize abstract knowledge an
understanding of this matter is an essential basis for successful work
with dna and rna in order to ensure high quality results for responsible
activities in application such as genetic research or the determination
of various pathogens it is essential to be confident in dealing with the
basics of these sensitive fast and specific analytical methods this
springer essential is a translation of the original german 2nd edition
essentials einführung in die molekularbiologie by oksana ableitner
published by springer fachmedien wiesbaden gmbh part of springer nature
in 2018 the translation was done with the help of artificial
intelligence machine translation by the servicedeepl com a subsequent
human revision was done primarily in terms of content so that the book
will read stylistically differently from a conventional translation
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springer nature works continuously to further the development of tools
for the production of books and on the related technologies to support
the authors

Small RNAs:
2007-09-12

rna ligand interactions part b focuses on molecular biology methods
major topics covered include solution probe methods tethered probe
methodologies in vitro affinity selection methodologies genetic
methodologies for detecting rna protein interactions protein engineering
methodologies useful for rna protein interaction studies and cell
biology methods rna ligand interactions part a its companion volume 317
focuses on structural biology methods the critically acclaimed
laboratory standard for more than forty years methods in enzymology is
one of the most highly respected publications in the field of
biochemistry since 1955 each volume has been eagerly awaited frequently
consulted and praised by researchers and reviewers alike now with more
than 300 volumes all of them still in print the series contains much
material still relevant today truly an essential publication for
researchers in all fields of life sciences

Catalytic RNA
2012-12-06

goringer s brilliant new work dedicates a chapter to each of the main
types of rna editing the very first volume to do so all of the sections
here have been written by experts in the various research areas and a
specific focus is put on the correlation between rna structure and
function as well as on the complex cellular machineries that catalyze
the different editing reactions this leads to a state of the art
compendium of our current knowledge on rna editing

Introduction to Molecular Biology
2022-01-07

this volume explores some of the most exciting recent advances in basic
research on cellular rna interference mechanisms and how this knowledge
is leading to advances in the various fields this series provides a
forum for discussion of new discoveries approaches and ideas
contributions from leading scholars and industry experts reference guide
for researchers involved in molecular biology and related fields

RNA-Ligand Interactions, Part B: Molecular
Biology Methods
2000-06-26

rna motifs and regulatory elements is the new edition of the successful
book regulatory rna it alerts the reader to the importance of regulatory
rna elements for the many different areas of cellular life the
computational and experimental methods and tools to search for new
interesting regulatory rna structures are explained and compared the
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knowledge on regulatory rna structures and elements already available is
concisely summarized as well as catalogued in addition interesting rna
elements are analyzed in detail regarding their dynamics regulation and
as a dominant topic of current resarch in molecular biology including
areas such as rna mediated regulation of gene expression dna rna chip
data and ribozymes splicing or telomerases in aging medical implications
are also covered future progress and research are finally outlined

RNA Editing
2008-01-12

many breakthroughs in experimental devices advanced software as well as
analytical methods for systems biology development have helped shape the
way we study dna rna and proteins on the genomic transcriptional
translational and posttranslational level this book highlights the
comprehensive topics that encompass systems biology with enormous
progress in the development of genome sequencing proteomic and
metabolomic methods in designing and understanding biological systems
topics covered in this book include fundamentals of modelling networks
circuits and pathways spatial and multi cellular systems image driven
systems biology evolution noise and decision making in single cells
systems biology of disease and immunology and personalized medicine
special attention is paid to epigenomics in particular environmental
conditions that impact genetic background the breadth of exciting new
data towards discovering fundamental principles and direct application
of epigenetics in agriculture is also described the chapter deciphering
the universe of rna structures and trans rna rna interactions of
transcriptomes in vivo from experimental protocols to computational
analyses is available open access under a cc by 4 0 license via link
springer com

Cellular RNA Interference Mechanisms
2011-08-12

this second edition details new and updated methods used for studying
prokaryotic non coding rnas and their protein accomplices chapters
detail discovery of ncrnas characterization of their structure functions
and their interactomes written in the highly successful methods in
molecular biology series format chapters include introductions to their
respective topics lists of the necessary materials and reagents step by
step readily reproducible laboratory protocols and tips on
troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls authoritative and cutting
edge bacterial regulatory rna methods and protocols second edition aims
to ensure successful results in the further study of this vital field

RNA Motifs and Regulatory Elements
2012-12-06

rnas form complexes with proteins and other rnas the rna infrastructure
represents the spatiotemporal interaction of these proteins and rnas in
a cell wide network rna infrastructure and networks brings together
these ideas to illustrate the scope of rna based biology and how
connecting rna mechanisms is a powerful tool to investigate regulatory
pathways this book is but a taste of the wide range of rna based
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mechanisms that connect in the rna infrastructure

Systems Biology
2018-08-29

this contributed volume offers a comprehensive and detailed overview of
the various aspects of long non coding rnas and discusses their emerging
significance written by leading experts in the field it motivates young
researchers around the globe and offers graduate and postgraduate
students fascinating insights into genes and their regulation in
eukaryotes and higher organisms

Bacterial Regulatory RNA
2024-01-13

this work integrates the current knowledge about rna helicases from
diverse fields ranging from cell and developmental biology to
mechanistic enzymology and structural biology into one useful resource

RNA Infrastructure and Networks
2011-09-15

rna methodologies fifth edition continues its tradition of excellence in
providing the most up to date ribonucleic acid lab techniques for
seasoned scientists and graduate students alike this edition features
new material on the exploding field of microrna as well as the methods
for the profiling of gene expression both which have changed
considerably in recent years as a leader in the field dr farrell
provides a wealth of knowledge on the topic of rna while also giving
readers helpful hints from his own personal experience in this subject
area beginning with the most contemporary rna methodologies fifth
edition presents the essential techniques to use when working with rna
for the experienced practitioner while at the same time providing images
and examples to aid the beginner in fully understanding this important
branch of molecular biology the next generation of scientists can look
to this work as a guide for ensuring high productivity and highly
representative data as well as best practices in troubleshooting
laboratory problems when they arise features new material in mirna miqe
guidelines biomarkers rna sequencing digital pcr and more includes
expanded coverage on quantitative pcr techniques rnai bioinformatics the
role of locked nucleic acids aptamer biology pcr arrays and other modern
technologies presents comprehensive cutting edge information covering
all aspects of working with rna builds from basic information on rna
techniques to in depth protocols to guidance on how to modify and adjust
each step of a particular application presents multiple avenues for
addressing the same experimental goals

Long Non Coding RNA Biology
2017-08-16
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RNA Helicases
2012-06-22

RNA Methodologies
2017-08-11
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